Health and Safety Committee 10 Meeting

March 23rd, 2015

Present: David Zuckerman (DZ), David Warren (DW), Deborah Malarek (DM), Eileen Herman (EH), Jon Wittouck (JW), Pema Kitaeff (PK), Roy Farrow (RF), Suzanne Zitzer (SZ)

Called to order by DZ. RF taking notes

- Suzanne Zitzer was introduced as the new ex-officio member representing the Dean’s office.
- February minutes were approved with no changes.
- DZ confirmed that our online roster has been updated.
- 2015-01-006 remains open until root cause identified.
- 2015-01-040 was closed. Kristine Kenney will be contacted regarding reviewing process of campus planting plans with respect to allergens.
- 2015-01-089 Mitigation is underway, closed.
- 2015-01-103 Mitigation is ongoing, closed.
- 2015-02-024 remains open due to insufficient report. DZ will follow up for more details.
- 2015-02-027 precautions are in place, closed.
- 2015-02-046 appropriate steps are underway, closed.
- 2015-02-047 Situation is expressly addressed in protocol, closed.
- 2015-02-051 closed.
- 2015-02-053 appropriate mitigating steps are underway, closed.
- 2015-02-075 remains open. DZ will follow up with Greg Ettl and Teresa McCauley.
- U-wide meeting news- RF attended and received report on yearly statistics for the UW. This report has been passed on to HSC 10 committee.
- HSC 10 yearly stats were addressed.
- 2014-10-079 was confirmed closed.
- DW asked to whom is the HSP submitted. (Emma Alder in Health and Safety)
• JW question regarding HSP for buildings with more than one department represented. Discussion followed.
• Next meeting is April 20th.
• DZ repeated request for tour suggestions.

Meeting adjourned.
Addendum:

http://coenv.washington.edu/intranet/governance/health-and-safety-committee
http://www.ehs.washington.edu/ohssafcom
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April Huff  ESS  Elected  351310  alhuff
Suanty Kaghan  SMEA  Appointed  355685  skagh
Craig Staude  FHL  Elected  351812  staude
David Warren  ATMS  Elected  351640  warren@atmos
David Zuckerman  SEFS  Appointed  358010  dzman
Deborah Malarek  JISAO  Ad Hoc  355672  dmalarek
Doug Russell  OCEAN  Appointed  357940  dgruss
Eileen Herman  WA Sea Grant  Elected  355060  emherman
Susanne Zitzer  Dean’s Office  Ex-Officio  355355  sezitzer
Jon Wittouck  SAFS  Elected  355020  wittouck
Kathy Newell  OCEAN  Elected  357940  newell@ocean
Pema Kitaeff  FHL  Elected  351812  pema
Roy Farrow  SEFS  Elected  358010  farrow
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Route all Health & Safety Committee correspondence to Summer Dela Cruz at sldc@uw.edu